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The Next Generation of UPS 

The Story of the Epic UPS 
 

 

The advent of fiber optics was a major turning point for telecommunications and the 

telecom industry. Faster transmission speeds, reduced signal loss, and greater bandwidth 

helped revolutionize data transmission at the very moment when demand was exploding 

along with the Internet. Today, telecom companies continue to finish out the last miles of 

their fiber optic networks, extending to millions of homes and businesses in every region of 

the country.  

 

For telecommunications providers whose installation is ongoing, fiber optics offers a 

tremendous opportunity. Fiber to the home represents a practical way to future-proof 

telecom networks and generate revenue for decades to come. But FTTh also places new 

demands on these providers. Every part of the network infrastructure must function at a 

higher level. Once end-users are connected to fiber optic networks, they expect what fiber 

delivers – fast connection, high throughput, and 24/7 service with no interruption. 

 

ESPi, a company founded by telecom professionals, introduces the Epic UPS, a new 

uninterruptible power supply designed for fiber optic and wireless loop local networks.  

 

Built by telecom, for telecom, the Epic is the next generation of UPS – the most 

technologically advanced UPS available in the industry today. By design, it delivers longer 

life, higher performance, greater reliability, easier installation and service, and lower 

lifetime cost than any other UPS on the market. 

By Telecom, for Telecom 

A few years ago, two telecom engineers, frustrated with current UPS designs, hatched a 

simple idea – build the best UPS anywhere. They joined together as partners, brought three 

more telecom executives on board, and founded ESPi. To make their idea a reality, they hired 

some of the best engineers in America and sought input from telecom professionals across 

the industry.  

 

The EPSi team took every opportunity to talk with colleagues and listen to the problems 

they experienced with standard power supplies. Based on this feedback, they set out to fix 
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these problems. The result is the Epic, the best designed, most reliable, longest-life, most 

cost-effective UPS anywhere – or as we say, the best FTTh UPS on the planet. 

The Problem: Same as It Ever Was 

ESPi’s conversations with telecom professionals revealed high levels of frustration with the 

many problems inherent in standard UPSs. According to field personnel, UPS units were 

hard to work with during installation and service calls, battery life and runtime were both 

too short, poor design resulted in connectivity problems, and batteries wore out too fast. 

Business-operations people had their own perspective. UPS units were expensive to 

maintain, technicians had to roll on far too many service calls to resolve simple issues, 

customers expressed dissatisfaction, and operating expenses continued to mount. Bottom 

line, the telecom providers saw the lifetime cost of UPS units climbing out of control.  

The New Solution: The Epic UPS 

To address the problems and frustrations voiced by their telecom colleagues, the ESPi team 

set out to design and build the best UPS on the planet. It had to have long-life components, 

be easier to install and service, deliver reliable power, and cost less over the product lifetime.  

 

The Epic UPS delivers. From outlet to output, and with every component in between, our 

telecommunications-grade power system for FTTh, wireless local loop, and other 

broadband applications, is simply better than the competition. Over its life – up to 8 years – 

each Epic unit can reduce UPS-associated operating expenses by as much as 50%. Multiply 

that by the number of units you have in the field, and you’ll appreciate the savings that can 

go right to your bottom line.  

Performance Power  

Battery backup has proven to be one of the most serious trouble spots in fiber networks. 

Most batteries have only a 7.2Ah rating, and their lifespan is 2 to 5 short years. In addition, 

they provide only 9 hours of standby power when the battery is fresh. In today’s 

telecommunications environment, these numbers are no longer good enough. 

 

As a first step, ESPi engineers looked for the highest rated, longest-life battery. They found it 

at GS Battery, industry pioneer in FTTh batteries. The Epic is designed around the GS 

Goldtop battery and its 8Ah rating – 11% higher than standard UPS batteries.  

 

A good battery is a start, but the battery’s lifespan is critically affected by how it is charged. 

Improper charging can reduce a battery’s life significantly. ESPi engineers solved this 

problem with a brand new technology to improve charging and maximize battery life. We 

call it Thermo-Amp Technology. 
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Longer Life: New Thermo-Amp Technology 

Complementing and extending the Goldtop battery’s already long life, the Epic takes a new 

approach to battery charging with its innovative Thermo-Amp Technology. Employing a 

temperature-compensated battery-charging algorithm – an industry first for FTTh UPS – the 

Epic extends battery life by a year or more according to reports from leading battery 

manufacturers.  

 

Most UPS chargers apply voltage at a constant rate regardless of the environmental 

conditions, typically charging based on a 77 degree temperature. In the chart below, the flat 

blue line represents the constant voltage rate at which other manufacturers’ charge their 

batteries – exactly the same constant rate used to charge a child’s electric toy car.  

 

 
             Figure 1. Temperature-compensated charging vs. constant-temperature charging. 

 

Of course, an FTTh UPS is anything but a toy. Units are commonly mounted in subscribers’ 

power closets, garages, or attics, where temperatures can fluctuate by as much as 100˚F. 

This kind of flat-line charging reduces battery life, ultimately costing telecom carriers more 

in service and replacement costs.  

 

The Epic’s new Thermo-Amp Technology is a better charging solution; in fact it’s the best. 

Thermo-Amp Technology is advanced onboard firmware engineered to temperature-

compensate the charging process, maximize battery life, and reduce lifetime battery 

replacement cost. 
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On the chart, the curved line shows the correct voltage that should be applied as 

environmental temperature changes. The Epic follows this charge curve. Thanks to our 

Thermo-Amp Technology, the charge going to the  battery is exact and precise. The onboard 

processor continuously checks the environmental temperature probe and adjusts the 

charging voltage in real time. Precise charging under any environmental condition means 

that the Epic never overcharges and never undercharges. By providing precise and accurate 

charging, the Epic extends the battery life of every unit – wherever it is installed. 

 

Combining the GS Goldtop battery and the unparalleled efficiency of Thermo-Amp 

Technology, the Epic delivers the longest backup and battery life on the planet – up to 14 hours 

of standby power and a battery design life of 6 to 8 years – as much as 60% longer than 

standard batteries. And that means fewer truck rolls to replace batteries and lower 

operating expenses throughout the life of every Epic unit. 

Reliability: Advanced Diagnostics 

Most UPS manufacturers run a simple 30 second diagnostic procedure on the battery. This 

has been troublesome in the past, leading to false reports of both a good and bad battery. 

 

The Epic employs some of the most technologically advanced battery testing and diagnostics 

in the industry. Based on an advanced algorithm, the Epic load tests the battery every 30 

days to provide the most precise diagnostics in the industry. Compare this to a simple 30-

second startup test with most UPS vendors. 

Improved Installation and Service: Intelligent Design, Modular 

Components 

We know telecom, and we know that installation and service are opportunities to increase 

operating costs or reduce them. In designing the Epic, we paid attention to many insights 

from field technicians who have to deal with manufacturers’ choices every day.  

 

Convenient Power Conversion and Cable for More Flexible Installation 

Most standard UPS units have a 9 foot cable to reach the AC outlet, and they convert to 

DC inside the UPS box. But as techs have told us, it’s often the case that there is no AC 

outlet within 9 feet of the UPS. To solve the problem, telecom providers have been known 

to hire electricians to install outlets closer to UPS units – at significant expense. The Epic 

eliminates these installation problems with two related design choices.  

 

The Epic converts AC to DC at the outlet, which allows us to utilize an 18 gauge power 

cable and mount the Epic unit up to 50 feet from the outlet. The Epic can also be 
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mounted up to 50 feet from the ONT. These advances give installers much more flexibility 

and make their jobs much easier. And they save providers money.    

 

Field-Replaceable Battery, Circuit Board, and Fuse 

Field technicians mentioned another recurring headache. Many UPS units make it 

difficult to swap out components. In order to replace a failed unit, technicians must 

remove the unit from the wall and replace the entire UPS. The Epic is different. Modular 

in design, its battery, circuit board, and fuse can all be replaced in the field – without 

removing the unit from its mounting. For technicians, the modular Epic is easier and 

faster to service. For carriers, this means service calls completed in less time and another 

reduction in operating expenses.  

 

New Connector for Reliable Alarm Connections 

Many technicians complained about problematic connectors and the impossibly tiny 

jewelers’ screws used to secure them. They shared stories about failure to tighten the 

screws, resulting in poor connections and sporadic, unreliable alarms. These problems 

often required yet another service call to tighten a loose screw.   

 

We realize you’re not in the jewelry business, so the Epic eliminates those seven tiny 

screws, replacing them with a push-lever mechanism that makes it much easier to 

connect wires, makes it easy to verify that connections are secure, provides assurance 

that alarms function as needed, and eliminates expensive follow-up truck-rolls. 

 

Reset Button 

ONTs sometimes need a reboot. It might sound like a simple issue, but poor UPS design 

makes it another cost that the Epic eliminates. When an ONT fails today, a field technician 

has to unplug the UPS and remove a battery terminal just to complete the reset. With the 

Epic, those days are gone. The Epic features a simple external reset button, making it 

easy for the customer to reboot the system. Reboots no longer require a professional 

service call and another truck roll. 

Performance, Long Life, and Improved Design Equal Savings 

To maximize revenues, you have to minimize operating expenses. The Epic does exactly that. 

Simply put, it is easier and faster to install, provides the very best in battery backup, has a 

longer life, requires fewer services calls, and reduces UPS-related operating expenses by up 

to 50%. Add it all up, and the Epic costs far less than other UPS models.  

 

A UPS is not just a battery fitted out with electronics. It is a business choice. And in today’s 

telecom environment, you make the best choice when you invest in the Epic.  
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We are so confident in our industrial-strength product that we also offer the best warranties 

in the industry – 3 years on Epic electronics and 6 years – 3 full and 3 prorated – on our 

Goldtop battery. We know the Epic is built to last.  

Bottom Line: Your Business, Your Money 

The Epic is designed to help you, the telecom provider, improve your business operations 

and reduce your costs. So we ask you to consider a few important questions:  

 How many batteries did your company replace last year?  

 At what cost?  

 Would you like to have even half of that money back?  

 

If you spend too much on battery replacement and truck rolls, and if you’d like to save as 

much as 50% of your UPS-related operating expenses, we encourage you to contact us.  

 

At ESPi, the bottom line is innovation and quality. The Epic is made in Kansas, and 95% of its 

parts are sourced in the U.S. The Epic is designed to save you money, and it does so because 

the Epic UPS – built by telecom, for telecom – is the best FTTh UPS on the planet.  
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The Epic v. the Rest – At a Glance  

 ESPi Competitors 

Thermo-Amp Technology YES – maximizing battery life NO – same voltage regardless 
of environmental temperature 

Modular Design YES – field-replaceable 
components 

NO – full unit replacement 
required 

Commercial Temperature-
Rated 

YES – -4F to -104F NO – most models 

YES – some costlier models 

Customer ONT Reset Button YES – allows customer to reset 
ONT 

NO – requires battery removal 
and unit to be unplugged 

UPS Warranty 3 years – electronics  1 year, 3 years some models 

Battery Warranty 6 years – 3 years full + 3 years 
prorated 

1 year – most models 

3 years – some models 

Distance from Outlet to ONT 100’ 44’ 

Green Efficiency 92.00% Efficient 72%-79% Efficient 

Fuse Replacement Field-replaceable Entire unit replacement 
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About ESPi 

Two telecom engineers teamed up to design and build a better UPS. Early mornings, late 

nights, and weekends, they gathered insight from telecom professionals and worked on 

designing an easier, better, more economical UPS. In 2009, two Midwest telephone 

companies saw the new product’s potential and helped form ESPi. ESPi executives have 

more than 100 years combined experience in the telecommunications industry. Our 

purpose: design and manufacture the best UPS on the planet. In 2012, ESPi introduced the 

Epic – the next generation of UPS. 
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